Make unprovoked failures history by protecting your Ovation Select Cabin Management System with our optional coverage offering.

The Ovation Select cabin management system from Honeywell offers your passengers a broad range of cabin entertainment, control and integrated communications that maximize in-flight comfort and productivity.

We know how important customer satisfaction is for you, that is why we want to help keep it sky-high. You can now enjoy all the benefits of the Maintenance Service Plan (MSP)-Avionics with our extended coverage for your Ovation Select Cabin Management System.

Available now on select business jet platforms, our additional coverage program ensures that you are fully covered. This reduces the risks of unforeseeable failures and provides faster turnaround times for fixing the faults through replacements at a flight hour rate.

As an MSP-Avionics customer, you’ll also experience complete peace of mind, secure in the knowledge that should the unexpected happen. You won’t end up with a high unbudgeted cost. You can also count on Honeywell and our network of authorized avionics service centers to get you back in the air – fast.

**KEY FEATURES**
Together with all the features of your standard MSP-Avionics coverage, you will also benefit from:

- Fixed price with an annual contract
- No-charge loaners
- 24/7 AOG emergency service
- Fully-transferable agreements
- Paid airfreight
- Factory-backed support, similar to your original factory warranty
MAIN BENEFITS

- Fixed budgeted costs by avoiding unplanned transactional costs
- Reduced downtime during AOG situations and faster turnaround replacement times ensure aircraft’s higher dispatchability
- Reduced risk of unwarranted failures

For more details, reach out to your MSP-Avionics sales manager or contact us at MSPAvionicsSales@honeywell.com.